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Editor - Ian Cohn
Manfred about to take-off with Dave Goldsmith in the
modified Kookaburra at “Old Timers Week”.
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Thanks is due to Don and Angie Rigoni for their
cooperation and encouragement in getting the new
culvert bridge installed.
Hangar

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Bridge
Thanks to member Hugh Skey for his excellent
project management of the replacement of the bridge
in Rigoni’s property with a new pipe culvert
constructed by Cottrell Contractors. Hugh thoroughly
researched many options for the replacement of the
old bridge and efficiently arranged construction of a
cost effective replacement structure, which will
require a minimum of maintenance.

Negotiations are underway with the Mt Beauty Airfield
hangar shareholders for a Memorandum of
Understanding, which will record a formal agreement
between the hangar shareholders and Mt Beauty
Gliding Club for the occupation of the hangar by
MBGC. The MOU will require MBGC or its members
to pay $20 per week of occupation of the hangar per
aircraft owned by the club or owned privately by its
members to store aircraft and associated equipment
in the eastern end of the hangar.
When not requiring access to the hangar for essential
operational purposes, MBGC will be required to lock
the hangar while gliding operations are in progress
and is to ensure that the hangar is locked at the
conclusion of gliding operations on any given day,
unless the hangar is occupied by a hangar
shareholder or their representative.
Only one key will be issued to MBGC and this will be
held by Executive Committee member Ian Cohn.
These security arrangements are driven by the new
regulations imposed by the Australian Federal
Government which could impose penalties in the
event of a security breach.
IS-28 Ownership

Mark Bland and Adam Bland on the new bridge culvert.
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In keeping with our Memorandum of Understanding
with Ray and Manfred, co-owners with us of the
IS-28, to make progressive payments to increase the
MBGC’s share in the glider, we have paid another
25% installment to them raising our ownership to 75
percent.
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This is a very good result for the club and puts us well
ahead of our original planned payment schedule. So,
how have we done this? Well, basically we have
raised the funds by using our asset and doing lot’s of
flying. Thanks is due to all those members that put in
the time to fly the IS-28, and to the members that
kept the show going by doing the launching, aircraft
maintenance, winch maintenance, and helping out at
the launch point.
We have flown the IS-28 for around 170 hours for the
season since the 1st of July 2004. This may be
compared with a total of around 111 hours for the
whole 2003/2004 season.
Recent achievements
Congratulations to Phil Glasson who recently soloed
again after a break of about two years and to Phil
O’Bryan who soloed again after a break of 36 years.

Distribution
“Alpine Flyer” is available for download from our
website at www.mtbeauty.com/gliding and also from
our alternative site at
www.exalander.com/mbgc/mbgcnewspage.htm .
Contributions to Alpine Flyer
This is your Newsletter, so let’s have your
contributions. Send them to the Editor at
gliding@mtbeauty.com. Photographs, stories of your
gliding/aviation experiences, equipment reviews, and
“how I learned about flying from that” stories are all
welcome. If you can’t use email, send contributions
to the Editor at Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC, 3699.

Operations
Wheel Brake Use

New Members

When landing the IS-28
it is easy to skid the tire
when you let go the
airbrakes lever if you
release the airbrakes
prematurely to transfer
your hand to the wheel
brake lever. In this case
the glider could easily lift
off again and, if the
wheel brake is applied,
the tyre skids on the
runway surface. The photograph below shows the
damage to the IS-28 tyre that results when it is
skidded. This tyre will have to be replaced at
considerable expense.

A warm welcome to new Social Members, Harold
Elliot of Melbourne, John Hillard of Mt Beauty and
Vladimir Medic of Tawonga.

So pilots are requested to let the glider slow to below
the stall speed and, only if necessary, apply the
brake.

With the 2004/05 season drawing to a close, thank
you to all members who have contributed to making
the season a successful one, particularly your hard
working committee, and I look forward to an even
better 2005/06 gliding season.

For a well judged landing the wheel brake should not
have to be used.

Phil Glasson smiling after his recent return to solo flying.

Happy skiing!

Andrew J Evans
President

Editor’s Epistle
This Edition
This edition is the first since our March edition. The
delay has been due to your editor being preoccupied
with that bane of all glider pilots’ existence – work,
and with gallivanting around Europe. But now I’m
back, its time for a full round up of activities over
Easter and our plans for the future.
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Don’t land with the gear retracted
Pilots are reminded that the pre take-off and prelanding checklists are exactly that – checklists. They
are not action lists. So especially in relation to the
prelanding FUST check you should do the actions
and then check that they have been done. Especially
in relation to the undercarriage position, when you
are checking that it is down and locked for landing,
you should identify the landing gear lever, identify its
position, and check that its position is down.
Many pilots have found to their cost and
embarrassment that all they have done pre-landing is
change the undercarriage position. If they forgot to
retract the undercarriage after launch, they have then
retracted the undercarriage on the FUST pre-landing
check. So don’t just change the undercarriage
position, actually check that it is extended for landing.
Ian Cohn
Chief Flying Instructor
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Treasurer’s Talk
Our Finances
We have just been through a period of heavy
expenditure on various items including winch repairs,
Airfield insurance, IS-28 equity payments, and
payment for replacement of the bridge in the winch
paddock. As a result our financial safety margin is
now quite low. Addition expenses are coming up
including hangarage and annual maintenance costs.
So the club requests that all members ensure that
their accounts are in credit. If you owe the club
money, it is a real drag on our ability to provide
members with low cost and reliable flying and a
burden on the Treasurer in terms of extra
administration time required to chase up debtors. So
get organised. It’s your responsibility to get your
account in credit and keep it that way.
IS-28 hours

Mt Beauty Foodworks "Spirit of the Community"
fund
U

We received $28.03 from the
Mt Beauty Foodworks “Spirit
of the Community” fund on
the 24th February. Thanks to
all members and friends who have put their points to
MBGC. Mt Beauty Gliding Club points for the new
period were 1610 as at 4th of June.
When purchasing any items from the Mt Beauty
Foodworks supermarket make sure that you put your
points to the Gliding Club – code 1060.

Ian Cohn - Treasurer.

Maintenance Matters
On 27th March we had a serious engine failure on the
club’s winch. The timing gears on the winch engine
finally gave up the ghost after 25 years of hard word.
Luckily for the club, Mark Bland and Mike Pobjoy
stepped in and supplied their mobile winch for club
use while the MBGC winch was being repaired. Then
•

Manfred, helped by Mark, Mike, and Mart (the 4
Ms) stripped off the offending timing gears and
chain.

•

Manfred organised the purchase of new engine
parts and fitted them to the winch.

•

Mark and Mike took the opportunity to
measure, purchase and fit a new set of exhaust
pies replacing the rusted out former exhaust
system.

•

Mark Bland hunted down a couple of used and
new tyres for the winch with technical
assistance from Social Member, John Lyons,
an expert tyre engineer. One of the old tyres
had perished due to extreme old age.

•

The old winch wire was removed from the
inoperative winch drum.

Progressive Hours for the IS-28 to 11JUN05.

After a very productive first three months of the year
including the main holiday periods, flying tapered off
in April and slowed to a crawl in May due to absences
of several active members including your editor.
Nevertheless the club has had a very successful
flying year with the IS-28 hours for the season
currently at 177, 58% above last year’s hours. The
season is not yet over and with a few members still
keen to get in some more flying, a few more hours
could be achieved before the IS-28 goes into the
hangar for its annual maintenance program.
Books

U

We have a supply of the GFA’s basic gliding text
“Basic Gliding Knowledge” available at the same
price as offered by the GFA at $27.95. To get your
copy contact the Treasurer. Gliding logbooks are
also available.
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Mark and Mike performing surgery on the winch on the 16 of April.
The new exhaust pipes can be seen.
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On 8th May the rejuvenated winch was brought back
into service.
Items still to do:
•

Winch fuel tank requires removal of rust and
other contaminants having given trouble on
Friday 3rd of June due blockages in fuel
system.

•

Old car body to be removed from trailer park.

•

Annual maintenance on the IS-28 is coming up.

Mark Bland sent Phil O’Bryan solo on the 24th of April
after a 36 year gap since Phil flew with Sunraysia
Gliding Club at Mildura. Keep up the good work Phil.
News from the Netherlands

What our Members and Friends are doing
Andrew and Kerrie Announce Engagement
President Andrew and Kerrie have become engaged
after a romantic holiday in Western Australia.
Congratulations Andrew and Kerrie.
Mark and Marg Simpson Tie the Knot
The grapevine is running hot with the news that Mark
Simpson and Marg "eloped" and tied the knot early in
June. Congratulations Mark and Marg.
Ric Morris Makes Progress on his Zodiac
Friend of MBGC, Ric Morris is making solid progress
with the construction of his Zenith Zodiac recreational
aircraft.

Member Mart Bosman has gone to the Netherlands
for a few months (to escape the southern winter).
Mart is pictured here at the Dutch National Gliding
Centre at Terlet with Nicholas Cohn and Susie Cohn
on the 1st of May. Your editor was also there.
There was a local gliding competition proceeding with
about 80 gliders lined up on either side of a wide (but
not long) landing area waiting for winch launches.
Unfortunately, although sunny there was a distinct
lack of thermals.
Eventually eight gliders launched but eventually all
spiraled down to ground level. After seeing the low
heights at which some of these gliders were still
circling, the editor has decided that he is just not in
the race regarding low thermal break-off heights.

th

Rick Morris with his Zodiac on 29 May.
th

Ric, pictured here on the 29 of May, is now well
advanced with the construction of the port wing, and
has installed the Rotax 913 engine.
Phil O’Bryan Solos after a gap of 36 Years

Four drum winch at Terlet

Vladimir Medic and Alec Seculic
New Social Member, Vladimir Medic of Tawonga, and
visitor Alec Seculic, recently flew with Manfred in his
IS-28M2 motor glider. Alec is a Professor of
Mechanical Engineering with the Belgrade University
and Vladimir is a former student who studied with
Alec. Alec has had a long association with gliding in
Yugoslavia.
Phil O’Bryan in the Blanik with Mark Bland prior to soloing
in the IS-28 the following day.
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Mt Beauty Gliding Club Diary
Monday 13th June - IC, MBd, MS and RH flew the
IS-28. Cloud base was about 5000 ft. There were
light winds rising 10Kt NW, sunny periods and a
sometimes heavy overcast with thermal and ridge lift
later in the day. Total flight time was 2h 38m in 11
flights. Max flight time was 47m by Michelle and
Mark. Greatest altitude was 4500ft.
Sunday 12th June - IC, MBd, MS and MP flew the
IS-28. There was an early low cloud base
commencing at 2300 ft. and eventually rising to about
4000 ft. Otherwise there were light winds, sunny
periods and a sometimes heavy overcast. Total flight
time was 2h 11m in 9 flights. Max flight time was 40m
by MS. Greatest altitude was 3000ft.

Saturday 23rd April - After further work on the
MBGC winch, MBd, MP, PG, KV and PO flew the IS28 and Blanik. There were light winds, sometimes
heavy overcast and cloud base was about 6500ft.
Total flight time was 3h 02m in 10 flights. Max flight
time was 1h 13m by PG. Greatest altitude was
6000ft. The MBGC winch engine was run for the first
time since the engine problem that occurred at
Easter.
Sunday 17th April - MBd, MR, JD, IC and MBn flew
the IS-28 and Blanik. There were light winds, 4/8
cumulus cloud cover and weak thermals and cloud
base was about 6500ft. Total flight time was 2h 45m
in 6 flights. Max flight time was 1h 8m by IC.
Greatest altitude was 5200ft.
Saturday 16th April - After further work on the
winch, MBd, MP, PG and MBn flew the IS-28 and
Blanik. There were light winds and cloud base was
about 6000ft. Total flight time was 2h 25m in 7 flights.
Max flight time was 1h 15m by MP. Greatest altitude
was 5000ft. MR flew his IS-28 motorglider after
maintenance was completed.
Friday 15th April - After working on winch
maintenance, and a late start to flying, MBd, MP, and
IC flew the IS-28 and Blanik. There were light
easterly to northeasterly breezes and cloud base was
about 6000ft. Total flight time was 1h 48m in 4 flights.
Max flight time was 45m by MP. Greatest altitude
was 4200ft.

Mark Simpson and Mike Pobjoy getting ready to launch on 12th June.

Saturday 4th June - IC, MR, MBd, KV and RH flew
the IS-28. There were light winds, sunny periods and
a sometimes heavy overcast. Total flight time was 1h
30m in 12 flights. Max flight time was 13m by KV and
MR. Greatest altitude was 2700ft.
Friday 3rd June - AB, MR, MBd, IC and RH flew the
IS-28. There were light winds, sunny periods and
weak thermals and hill lift. Total flight time was 1h 6m
in 5 flights. Max flight time was 27m by IC. Greatest
altitude was 2800ft.
Sunday 29th May - MR, and RH flew the IS28. Total flight time was 32m in 4 flights. Max flight
time was 11 min by MR.
Saturday 14th May - MR, MBd, and KV flew the IS28. Only circuits were possible. Total flight time was
36m in 6 flights.
Sunday 8th May - MR, MBd, and MP flew the IS28. Only circuits were possible. Total flight time was
13m in 3 flights.
Sunday 24th April - IC, MR, MBd, MP, KD, KV and
PO flew the IS-28 and Blanik. There were light winds,
sometimes heavy overcast and cloud base was about
6500ft. Total flight time was 3h 12m in 17 flights. Max
flight time was 58m by MBd. Greatest altitude was
5000ft. PO soloed again after a break of 36 years.
Congratulations Phil. After flying, the Blanik was
packed away in its trailer. John was welcomed as a
new Social member. Missing winch cable strop found
and returned by Mark Ghirardello. Thanks Mark.
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Mark Bland working on the winch exhaust system
on Friday 15th April

Sunday 10th April - MBd, MP, and MR flew the IS28 and Blanik using the winch syndicate's winch.
Total flight time was 2h 1m in 5 flights. Max flight time
was 33m by MR. Greatest altitude was 3200ft.
Saturday 9th April - After working on the winch
repair until mid afternoon, MBd, MP, PO, and
MBn flew the IS-28 and Blanik using the winch
syndicate's winch. Total flight time was 59m in 6
flights. Max flight time was 16m by MP. Greatest
altitude was 2400ft.
Saturday 2nd April - AE, KV, IC, PO, and MR flew
the IS-28 using aerotow and the winch syndicate's
winch. Dense smoke cleared early in the afternoon
when a northwesterly breeze sprang up. Ridge lift
and some thermal activity allowed extended flights
early in the afternoon but the wind faded and a high
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overcast limited flight times later in the day.
Total flight time was 3h 36m in 9 flights. Max flight
time was 1h 32m by KV and IC. Greatest altitude
was 4200ft.
Friday 1st April - MBd, RH, and MP flew the Libelle,
Cirrus and IS-28 using aerotow and the winch
syndicate's winch. IC drove the winch syndicate's
winch. Burning off operations produced lots of smoke
and limited visibility and thermal activity. Total flight
time was 2h 13m in 4 flights. Max flight time was 1h
16m by MBd. Greatest altitude was 5000ft.
Thursday 31st March - MBd, IC, and MP flew the
Libelle, Phoebus, Cirrus and Blanik using aerotow
and the winch syndicate's winch. MBd and MP drove
the winch syndicate's winch. Burning off operations
produced lots of smoke and limited visibility.
Total flight time was 7h 39m in 4 flights. Max flight
time was 3h 48m by MBd. Greatest altitude was
7300ft.
Wednesday 30th March - AB, TR, and MP flew the
Libelle, and Blanik using aerotow. MBd and MR
worked on upgrading the winch syndicate's winch.
Total flight time was 3h 19m in 2 flights. Max flight
time was 1h 51m by AB. Greatest altitude was
7000ft.

flights. Max flight time was 4h 7m by AB. Greatest
altitude was 7700ft.
Friday 25th March - MBn, KD, IC, MR, MP, MBd,
AB, KV, and PGn flew the IS-28, and Libelle. A
strong south easterly wind blew up after 6 winch
launches were completed, stopping operations. MBd
got away and soared to over 10,000 ft in thermal and
wave conditions. Total flight time was 3h 53m in 6
flights. Max flight time was 3h 6m by MBd. Greatest
altitude was 12500ft.
Thursday 24th March - MBn, KD, IC, and MBd flew
the IS-28, and Blanik. Total flight time was 5h 17m in
3 flights. Max flight time was 1h 50m by MBn.
Greatest altitude was 7000ft.
Sunday 20th March - MBn, KD, PO, IC, MP, MBd
and KV flew the IS-28, Phoebus and Blanik.
Total flight time was 7h 3m in 22 flights. Max flight
time was 2h 56m by IC. Greatest altitude was 6500ft.
Saturday 19th March - MBn, KD, IC, MR, GM, KV,
and HS flew the IS-28 and Blanik. Total flight time
was 2h 46m in 9 flights. Max flight time was 1h 4m
by MR and HS. Greatest altitude was 6500ft.

MBGC Executive Committee
President
Vice President
Exec C’tee Mbr
Secretary
CFI/Treasurer

Andrew Evans
Mark Bland
Manfred Rueff
Mike Pobjoy
Ian Cohn

03 5823 2423
0417 565 514
03 5754 4096
02 6059 1417
03 5754 1719

MBGC Current Fees and Charges
Member
Category
Debenture
Joining Fee
Annual Fee
Winch Launch
IS-28 Flt Fee
Per Minute

Mt Beauty Airport on Fire? No, but the paddock on the NE side of
the airfield was burnt off during the Easter Period Picture by Allan Barnes

Tuesday 29th March - IC, AB, MP, and RH flew the
IS-28, Libelle and Phoebus. Heavy overcast limited
thermals and ridge lift kept everyone airborne. MBd
did the launches using the winch syndicate's winch.
Total flight time was 6h 49m in 6 flights. Max flight
time was 2h 15m by MP. Greatest altitude was
4000ft.
Monday 28th March - MBn, KD, IC, MR, MP, MBd,
AE, KV, PG, PD, RH, and AB flew the IS-28, Libelle
and Blanik. The winch syndicate brought out their
winch and did 10 launches. Total flight time was 10h
28m in 21 flights. Max flight time was 1h 33m
by MBd. Greatest altitude was 7000ft. HE joined as
a Social Member.
Sunday 27th March - MBn, KD, IC, MR, MP, MBd,
AE, KV, and TR flew the IS-28 and Blanik. We were
beset by winch mechanical problems and all
launches were by aerotow. Total flight time was 8h
10m in 14 flights. Max flight time was 41m by KD and
MP. Greatest altitude was 6000ft.
Saturday 26th March - MBn, KD, IC, MR, MP, MBd,
AE, AB, KV, and PO flew the IS-28, Libelle, Phoebus,
and Blanik. Total flight time was 18h 29m in 26
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1
P

P

2
P

P

$500
$100
$100
$10

Assoc
-iate
$250
$50
$50
$13

$0.40

$0.50

Full

GFA
Visitor
Nil
Nil
Nil
$15

Social
Nil
Nil
$25
$13 1
P

$0.50

P

2
P

P

$0.60

5 launches per annum only - $15 per launch after 5.
2 hours per annum only - $0.60 per min after 2 hours.

For MBGC members, flight time charges cease for
flight time beyond two hours.
TIF fees are $100 for winch launch and $150 for
Aerotow launch for up to 30 min flight.
GFA membership fees
Annual
Family Annual
Three Month
Three day

$176
$140
$60
$10

The Tail End
What determines Radius of Turn?
We all know that to gain height after launch we need
to know how to climb in thermals. Since we can’t
normally see thermals, we have to build up a mental
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picture and use this picture to fly the glider in a
suitable way to try to obtain the best rate of climb.
The most simplistic mental picture of thermals that we
can use is that of a cylinder of rising air. In order to
stay within the cylinder, we have to turn the glider. If
our radius of turn is too large, we will end up flying
out of the cylinder for a substantial part of our turn. If
we can reduce our turn radius we can end up flying
within the thermal and thus obtaining a reasonably
consistent rate of climb. This is the ideal situation
that we aim for.
So what affects our turn radius?
The main things that affect turn radius are our speed,
and the bank angle.
Speed - The radius of turn increases in proportion to
the square of the speed. So if, from a reference
speed, we increase speed by 10 percent the radius of
turn will increase by about 20 percent.
Angle of bank - As our angle of bank increases the
radius of turn decreases. Increasing the bank angle
has limitations because as the bank angle increases,
control is more difficult and the stall speed increases.
Thirty degrees is comfortable, but above this bank
angle more skill is required to maintain a stable turn.
Speed
- kt >
Bank
Angle
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

40

45

50

55

60

Radius - m
247
122
81
59
46
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

312
155
102
75
59
47
39
33
*
*
*
*

386
191
126
93
72
58
48
40
34
28
*
*

467
232
152
112
88
71
58
49
41
34
29
24

555
276
181
133
104
84
69
58
49
41
34
28

For those interested in the mathematics,
The radius of turn = V * V * COS(bank angle)
SIN(bank angle) * 2 * g
where V is the speed and g is the gravitational
acceleration.
The table above is valid at sea level and 15 deg C.
As altitude and temperature increase, the true
airspeeds increase and as a result the turn radius
also increases for any particular indicated airspeed.
In summary, to thermal effectively at an effective
small radius of turn, we need to fly accurately at
about 30 degrees angle of bank and at a slow
enough speed to maintain adequate stall margin.

The Perlan Project
The Perlan Project is an enterprise by Steve Fossett
and Einar Enevoldson, who are seeking to establish a
new World Altitude record using a modified DG-505
glider. They have already achieved an altitude of
around 43,000 ft. operating out of Inyokern in
Southern California.

Stall
Speed
- Kt
38.0
38.1
38.3
38.7
39.2
39.9
40.8
42.0
43.4
45.2
47.4
50.2
53.7

The usual reference speed we use is a minimum
flight speed, which has a suitable margin above the
stall speed. The table above shows that, at a normal
thermalling speed of 45 Kt, the radius of turn at a
typical bank angle of 30 degrees is about 47 m. So
we need a thermal of at least this radius. Given that
we can’t see the thermal, and allowing a margin of
say, 20 percent, we need a thermal of at least 56 m
radius or 112 m diameter, quite a large distance, to
consistently climb.
If we increase our speed to say 55 Kt, the radius of
turn increases to 71 m, an increase of 51 percent.
The data in the table assumes a glider similar to our
IS-28 with a normal stall speed of about 38 Kt. The
asterisks indicate that the table speed is less than the
stall speed for the angle of bank. If you are flying a
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glider with a higher stall speed, higher thermalling
speeds are required to maintain an adequate margin
over the stall speed. However, the turn radii remain
the same for any particular bank angle and speed.

The future of gliding? - Steve Fossett and Einar Enevoldson
arriving at their DG-505 glider for another high altitude flight.

The Perlan DG-505 about to take-off

To read more on this interesting project look at
http://www.perlanproject.com/Perlan/ and
http://www.socalsoaring.com./newsletter/scs_14_may
june2005.pdf
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Labor Day WE and Easter Picture Roundup

GGC Members John Styles and Geoff Farrow taking a
relaxed approach to gliding on the Labor Day weekend.

Neil Burns, Jim Barton, and two other VMFG members
waiting for the thermals to start.

GGC President Spiro Mallia and Andrew with the GGC Janus.
Old timers Mike Pobjoy, Roger Druce (VMFG) and Jim Barton
(GCV) waiting for some action.

Ken Darling and Mike Pobjoy in the Blanik with
Dustin Forke giving advice at Easter.

Kitty Vigo and Manfred Rueff waiting to take-off in the IS-28

Margaret Darling, Kitty Vigo, Ken Darling, Andrew Evans
and Mart Bosman all waiting for a glider to land
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Happy MBGC members Mike Pobjoy, Ian Cohn, Ken Darling, Phil
O’Byan, Mart Bosman, and Kitty Vigo, about to go looking for the
missing Blanik Wing.
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